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Global statistics and projections:
• In 2017, $880 million was spent on hair-removal procedures, with projected worldwide sales of  
 $1.35 billion in 2022.

Why this publication is a difference maker:
• It’s the only book of its kind. 
• The Life & Death of a Hair addresses an enormous need in the marketplace, which is to educate  
 everyone, including consumers and industry professionals alike, on permanent hair removal.
• It provides otherwise technical subject matter in a relatively easy-to-read format that is accessible to  
 anyone seeking knowledge on the topic. 
• This publication will be a mainstay in many settings and situations, including people’s personal  
	 libraries,	asthetic	and	beauty	salons,	the	medical	field	—	including	general	practitioners,	der-		
	 matologists,	endocrinologists,	and	oncologists	—	fitness	clubs,	modelling	agencies,	laser	and			
 electrolysis equipment providers, parents dealing with children who have excess hair and the  
 stigma surrounding it, cancer survivors dealing with hair loss or stimulated growth resulting from  
 treatment, training facilities, middle- and high-school health programs for students dealing with  
 puberty, medical school, college, specialty training schools, and the list goes on and on and on....
Benefits to the consumer:
• An informational tool to educate people before choosing the right solution for hair removal.
• An easily accessible ready-made reference resource for consumers and industry professionals alike.
• A guide on how not to waste time, money and emotional energy on bad hair-removal options.
• Help	people	build	confidence	and	self-esteem	as	they	look	and	feel	better	about	themselves.		
The competitive advantage:
• The Life & Death of a Hair is	the	only	book	in	the	field	of	hair	removal	that	is	easy	to	understand		
 and provides much needed facts and knowledge on the topic. 
• This book is more extensive than any training program out there right now, and will be augmented  
	 by	laser	and	electrolysis	training	programs	available	to	aspiring	professionals	in	the	field.	
• This factual understanding of hair removal can be applied to all current and future technologies.

The Life & Death of a Hair will be the authoritative guide and reference on the topic of hair 
removal and will be the standard for education and treatment in the field. 
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Nicolette Oakwell-Morgan is a pioneer and leading 
advocate in the field of permanent hair removal.  
Because of her own personal struggles with unwanted 
hair, Nicolette was driven to do something about it  
— for herself, as well as others facing the same  
kinds of challenges. 

In 1979, Nicolette, along with her husband,  
Robert Oakwell-Morgan, founded OMI, a pioneering clinic 
that has helped countless clients achieve their personal 
goals for permanent hair removal. 

Nicolette is a certified hair-removal technician and 
specialist recognized by the industry at large as a leading 
expert in the field. Commonly referred to as “the hair 

doctor,” she has actually worked with doctors to provide hair-removal options to patients, 
has worked with the industry to develop training procedures, manuals and standards used 
throughout the field, and has lectured extensively on the topic of permanent hair removal. 
There has been no stone left unturned in Nicolette’s desire to provide permanent hair-
removal solutions to anyone seeking help.

Just as she has personally guided people through their hair-removal challenges, this 
book, The Life & Death of a Hair, has been written so that you, too, can learn about how 
permanent hair removal is not as impossible as you might have been led to believe. 

What’s inside?
• The techniques and technologies available to achieve one-hundred-percent 

permanent hair removal — forever.
• Why the industry currently does not provide permanent solutions. 
• The principle that all unwanted hair can be treated safely and permanently  

— for female, male, and transgender clients — on any part of the body for any 
colour of hair on any colour of skin, including dark and black skin. 

• A detailed look at hair-removal technologies, including electrolysis, which the 
industry has largely neglected, as well as true laser, which is often confused with 
technologies that aren’t actually laser.

• A real-life guide to hair removal, including actual before-and-after photos,  
as well as testimonials eagerly provided by OMI clients. 

By the time you finish reading this book, you will have gained the  
knowledge and understanding to seek and achieve hair-removal  
results you previously never dreamed of. 
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